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ABSTRACT
UTILIZATION OF CRITICAL PATH METHOD 
IN THE PLANNING OF İZMİR WINERY 
WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT
IBRAHIM VOLKAN BODUR 
Master of Business Administration 
Supervisor : Assist Prof. ERDAL EREL 
February 1990, 80 Pages
Critical Path Method (CPM) is an economic and useful tool to aid 
managers during preparation and application of projects for 
scheduling, giving control and coordination, and solving the 
problems. In this study, CPM is applied to İzmir Winery 
Wastewater Treatment Plant. A schedule is calculated by CPM and 
its network diagram and bar chart of ,works is prepared with the 
Primavera Project Planner which-is a project management and 
control software.
Keywords : critical path method, planning and scheduling,
wastewater treatment plant.
ÖZET
îZMiR TEKEL 5ARAP FABRİKASI ARITMA TESiSiNîN 
PLANLAMA VE ZAMAN ClZELGESîNlN HAZIRLANMASINDA 
KRîTîK YOL METODUNUN KULLANIMI
İBRAHİM VOLKAN BODUR 
Yüksek Lisans Tezi
Tez Yöneticisi s Y. Doc· Dr. ERDAL EREL 
Şubat 1990, 80 Sayfa
Kritik Yai Metodu (KYM), projelerin hazırlanmasz ve uygulanmasx 
süresince, zaman çizelgesinin hazırlanması, kontrol ve 
koordinasyonun saOlanması ve problemlerin çözümlenmesinde, 
yöneticilere yol gösterici, ekonomik ve yararlı bir araçtır. Bu 
çalışmada, KYM İzmir Tekel Şarap Fabrikası Arıtma tesisine 
uygulandı. Bu projenin zaman çizelgesi KYM ile hesaplandı ve 
bunun ilişik aQı ve çubuk diagramı, proje yönetim ve kontrol 
programı olan Primavera Project Planner ile çizildi.
Anahtar Kelimeler : kritik yol metodu, planlama ve zaman
çizelgesi, pissu arıtma tesisi
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 AN OVERVIEW OF WASTEWATER CONCEPT
Every community produces both liquid and solid wastes. The 
liquid portion wastewater is essentially the water supply of the 
community after it has been fouled by a variety of uses. From 
the standpoint of sources of generation, wastewater may be 
defined as a combination of liquid or water carried wastes. 
These wastes are removed from residences, institutions and 
commercial and industrial establishments. Groundwater, surface 
water and storm water may be present in the composition of the 
wastewater.
If untreated wastewater is allowed to accumulate, the 
decomposition of the organic materials it contains can lead to 
the production of large quantities of harmful gases. In
addition, untreated wastewater usually contains numerous 
pathogenic or disease causing microorganisms that dwell in the 
human intestinal tract. It also contains toxic compounds and 
nutrients, which can stimulate the growth of aquatic plants. For 
these reasons, the immediate and nuisance-free removal of
wastewater from its sources, followed by treatment and disposal, 
is not only desirable but also necessary in an industrialised 
society.
The ultimate goal of wastewater management is the protection 
of the environment in a manner commensurate with economic, social 
and political concerns.
1.2 WASTEWATER TREATMENT
Wastewater collected from cities and towns must ultimately 
be returned to receiving waters or to the land. The complex 
question of which contaminants in wastewater must be removed to 
protect the environment and to what extend, must be .answered 
specifically for each case. This requires analyses of local 
conditions and needs, together with application of scientific 
know-how, engineering judgement based on past experience and 
consideration of federal and state requirements and regulations 
(18).
1.2.1 BACKGROUND
Although the collection of storm water and drainage dates 
from ancient times, the collection of wastewater can be traced 
only to the early lSC»0's (14). The systematic treatment of 
wastewater followed the developments in the late 1800's and early 
1900's. Development of the germ theory in the second half of the 
nineteenth century by Koch and Pasteur marked the beginning of a 
new era in sanitation (16). Before that time, the relationship 
of pollution of disease had been only faintly understood and the 
science of bacteriology, then at its infancy, had not been 
applied to the subject of wastewater treatment.
The treatment and disposal of wastewater did not receive 
much attention in the late 1800's, because the extent of the
nuisance caused by the discharge of untreated wastewater into the 
relatively large bodies of- water was not severe and also large 
areas of land suitable for disposal were available. By the early 
1900's, however, nuisance and health conditions brought about an 
increasing demand for more effective means of wastewater 
management. The impractability of procuring sufficient areas for 
the disposal of untreated wastewater on land, particularly for 
larger cities, led to the adoption of more intensive methods of 
treatment (11).
1.2.2 CURRENT STATUS OF WASTEWATER TREATMENT
Methods in treatment in which the application of physical 
forces predominate are known as unit operations. Methods of 
treatment in which the removal of contaminants is brought about 
by chemical or biological reactions are known as unit processes. 
At the present time unit operations and processes are grouped 
as primary, secondary and tertiary treatments. In primary 
treatment, physical operations such as screening and 
sedimentation are used to remove the floating and settleable 
solids found in wastewater. In secondary treatment, biological 
and chemical processes are used to remove most of the organic 
matters. In tertiary treatment, additional combinations of 
unit operations and processes are used to remove other 
constituents, such as nitrogen and phosphorus which are not 
removed by secondary treatment. Land treatment processes combine 
physical, chemical and biological treatment mechanisms and 
produce water with quality similar to that from advanced 
wastewater treatment.
1.2.2.1 WASTEWATER TREATMENT OPERATIONS, PROCESSES AND CONCEPTS
At the present time, most of the unit operations and 
processes used for wastewater treatment are undergoing continual 
and intensive investigation from the standpoints of 
implementation and application. As a result, many modifications 
and new operations have been developed and· implemented. In 
addition to the developments taking place with conventional 
treatment methods, alternative treatment systems and technologies 
are also current research areas.
1.2.2.2 PHYSICAL TREATMENT UNITS
Physical treatment units are screen, grit chamber, primary 
and final sedimentation tanks and each process is explained 
briefly in the following sections.
Screening : The first unit operation encountered in the
wastewater treatment plants is screening. A screen is a device 
with openings, generally of uniform size, that is used to retain 
the coarse solids found in wastewater. According to the method 
used to clean them, racks and screens are designated as hand 
cleaned or mechanically cleaned.
Grit Chambers a Grit chambers are designated to remove grit, 
sand, gravel and other heavy solid materials. Grit chambers are 
provided to protect moving mechanical equipment from abrasion, to 
reduce formation of heavy deposits in pipelines, channels and 
conduits. There are two general types of grit chambers; 
horizontal flow and aerated grit chambers.
Sedimentation : This process seperates the settlable matters
from wastewater. According to the type of biological treatment 
process, it can be replaced before and after the aeration basin.
t
The design of primary and final sedimentation tanks are similar 
and the main parameters are the surface loading and the detention 
time.
1.2.2.3 BIOLOGICAL TREATMENT UNITS
Aerated Lagoon : An aerated lagoon is a basin in which wastewater 
is treated either on a flow through basis or with solids recycle. 
Oxygen is usually supplied by means of surface aerators or
diffused-air aeration units. There are two types of aerated 
lagoons: the aerobic lagoon, in which dissolved oxygen is
maintained throughout the basin and the facultative lagoon, in 
which oxygen is maintained in the upper layer of liquid in the 
basin only.
Oxidation Ditches : Oxidation ditches are the aeration tanks 
which are usually 1.0 to 1.5 m. deep and can be constructed in 
simple masonry or earthwork as long as water tightness is
ensured. The aeration is provided by means of horizontal 
aerators.
Trickling Filters : In a trickling filter, the effluent to be 
treated is trickled through a mass of porous or cellular material 
which supports the purifying microorganisms. The filter is 
aerated mostly by natural draught but occasionally by forced 
ventilation. They are classified as low rate, intermediate
rate, high rate and super rate.
Stabilization Ponds : Waste stabilization ponds are the simplest 
of all waste treatment units. The oxygen is given to wastewater
by algae growing in it. According to the depth and functions, 
there are four types -of stabilization ponds: aerobic, 
facultative, anaerobic and maturation ponds.
Rotating Biological Contactors : Rotating biological contactors 
are continuous flow units composed of a cylinderical bottomed 
tank and a number of large lighweight discs rotating through the 
liquid. Disc diameters range from 2.0 to 3.5 m. The discs are 
partially submerged in wastewater and rotated slowly through-it.
1.2.2.4 SLUDGE TREATMENT UNITS
One of the major objectives of wastewater treatment is the 
removal of solids that otherwise might damage the water quality 
in the receiving media. These solids are generally referred to 
as sludge and exist in many forms and various quantities. The 
amount and quality of sludge depends on the method of plant 
operation.
Digesters : Untreated sludge is objectionable and must be 
stabilized to avoid disposal problems. The stabilization is 
accomplished by digesting which is a complex biochemical process 
in which several groups of anaerobic and facultative organisms 
simultaneously assimilate and break down the organic matter. The 
volume of a digester is.a function of temperature of sludge 
quantity, solid content of the sludge, contact ratio, composition 
and reaction coefficient.
Sludge Drying Beds zSludge obtained from biological treatment has 
a moisture content of nearly 95 percent. Since it occupies a 
considerable space, it should be dewatered. This can be done in 
two ways ; mechanically or in the drying beds. Mechanically
dewatering is a costly operation and requires great amount of 
sludge. Therefore, for small plants, mechanical dewatering is
not suitable.
1.3 GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS OF IZMIR WINERY TREATMENT PLANT
The name of the project is "Construction and Installation of 
Wastewater Treatment Plant for Izmir Winery". The agreement is 
made between General Directorate of Turkish Monopoly and joint 
venture companies : ACK Construction, Industry, Trading Company 
TURKEY and HYDROEXPORT Joint Company for Hydraulic Export 
Contracting HUNGARY. The date of agreement is 18.08.1989 and the 
shares of the supplies and services between the joint venture 
companies are as follows,;
ACK 59 ·/.
HYDROEXPORT 41 7.
Total cost of the project is TL 1.020.057.667 + US$ 33.292 .
1.4 ENGINEERING ASPECTS OF PLANNING WATER AND WASTEWATER PROJECTS
Feasibility studies are required to decide the area and the 
papulation to be served, the design period, the nature of the 
facilities to be provided, their location, the utilization of 
centralized treatment and points of water— supply intake or 
wastewater disposal. Few projects are fixed and straightforward 
in their possible development as to justify the adoption of a 
single design period. Optimization may be needed to determine 
the plant capacity and for the degree of treatment to be 
provided. For each stage, capacity problems and degrees of 
treatment, investment of funds and service charges must be
resolved. Uncertainties in the parameters cause problems in 
anticipating new technology and determining financing costs.
The water to be handled may vary both in quantity and 
quality and in the degree of treatment required seasonally, 
monthly, daily and even hourly. Variations in quality may be 
managed by the provision for the introduction of chemicals for 
water treatment such as coagulant filter aid polymers or 
activated carbon or in the case of wastewater treatment, by the 
use of coagulants of one type or another.
Plant siting is an important design decision, although not 
entirely independent of other considerations such as distribution 
or collection system layout or the point of water pumping or 
wastewater discharge. Foundation conditions are particularly 
important for construction. Wet sites must be dewatered and 
structures may have to be weighted down or otherwise 
structurally fitted to the hydrostatic uplift. On poor 
foundations, structures may need to be placed on piles or 
mattresses. Rocky sites may require costly excavation. Flooding 
is a common hazard, as treatment plants are often located near 
rivers that are subject to flood. Mechanization, instrumentation 
and automation are becoming increasingly appropriate for water 
and wastewater treatment works. Mechanization replaces manual 
operations and serves functions that can be performed adequately 
by hand. Instrumentation involves the monitoring and recording 
of plant flows and performance. Automation combines 
instrumentation and mechanization to affect specific controls.
Considerable attention is given to the service buildings 
required at treatment works and pumping stations. Engineers build
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offices and laboratories, washing and dressing rooms, shops and 
storerooms, utility rooms and garages as well as specific 
treatment functions such as the addition of chemicals, the 
installation of pumps and the handling of sludge. In mild 
climates, operating structures need to be protected only against 
rain and sun, while in colder climates complete handling of all 
activities is recommended.
Provisions should be made for such utilities as electricity 
for powering equipment and instruments, lighting, plant water 
supply and drainage, roadways, parking areas and walkways and 
other services.
1.5 PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND PROJECT NETWORK TECHNIQUES
Project management has become a well established approach to 
accomplish the work assignments in a project-oriented 
environment. It has created considerable interest not only 
because of its implications for organizational design but also 
because of its implications for the project managers. In a 
project—oriented environment, a considerable portion of the role 
of the project manager consists of integrating, facilitating, and 
coordinating the tasks that are essential for successful 
completion of the project.
It is obvious that network techniques are not achieving the 
results desired by the managers who introduce them even though 
the techniques appear to be well suited to the type of problem 
confronting the organization. A system should be designed in 
consultation with the prospective user paying particular 
attention to the desired output and data collection procedures.
When attempting to determine the completion date for any 
project, whether it be the building of a bridge, the mounting of
i
a sales conference, the designing of a new piece of equipment or 
any other project, it is necessary to timetable all the 
activities that comprise the task; in other words, a plan must be 
prepared. The need for planning has always been present, but the 
complexity and competitiveness of modern undertakings now require 
that this need should be met rather than just' recognized. The 
first attempt at a formal planning can be considered as project 
planning.
All projects have three dimensions —  logic, time, resources 
—  and each is equally important. To make decisions on these 
three features at one time is a hard task. The importance of 
effective project management concepts is therefore obvious.
The characteristics of effective planning : Present decisions 
affect both present and future actions. Thus, if immediate, 
short term decisions are not taken within the framework of long 
term plans, then the short term decisions may effectively impose 
some long term actions that are undesirable but inevitable. 
Project network techniques as a planning tool : The middle 1950's 
and 1960's saw an explosion of interest in the problems of 
planning and the family of methods; namely, project network 
techniques. Essentially, these techniques involve representing 
the proposed project by a diagram built up from a series of 
arrows and nodes. The original structure of the model depends 
only upon the proposed method of proceeding and it is drawn in 
such a way that the logic is easily displayed and tested.
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Once the arrow diagram is believed to show an acceptable 
logic, times are attached to the various constituents of the 
diagram. A calculation is thfen carried out to discover the total 
time for the project. If this is satisfactory then no further 
action is necessary at this stage. If the total project time 
needs be reduced, then the activities dictating this time —  
'the critical activities' —  are examined to discover whether 
they can be adequately shortened by using a different method, or 
by changing the logic of the network itself. This exchange 
between logic and time continues until an acceptable solution is 
obtained.
Broadly, there are two project network technique families, 
the activity on arrow., (AoA) family, where an activity is 
reprented by an arrow, and activity on node (AoN) family where an 
activity is represented by a box or node. These two families 
each have their own advantages and their own adherents.
Project Network Techniques can be used in situations where 
the start and finish of the task can be identified. The 
following is a brief list of some areas where Project Network 
Technique has been used to plan and control the use of time, 
resources and materials:
1. Overhaul : Plant, equipment, vehicles and buildings, both on a 
routine and an emergency basis.
2. Construction t Houses, flats and offices, including all pre­
contract, tendering and design work.
3. Civil engineering : Motorways, bridges, road programmes, 
including all pre-contract, tendering and design work.
4. Town planning : Control of tendering and design procedures and
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subsequent building and installation of services.
5. Marketing : Market research, product lauching and the setting­
up and running of advertising campaigns.
6. Ship building : Design and production of ships.
7. Design : Design of cars, machine tools, guided weapons,
computers, electronic equipment.
8. Pre-production : Control of production of jigs, tools,
fixtures and test equipment.
9. Product change over : The changing over from one product or 
family of products to another, for example, 'winter' to 'summer' 
goods.
10. Commissioning and/or installation : Power generation
equipment of all types, and data processing plant.
11. Modification programmes : The modification of existing plant 
or equipment.
12.Office procedures : Investigations into existing administrative 
practises and the devising and installing of new systems.
13.Consultancy : The setting up and control of consultancy 
assignments.
1.6 PROJECT AND SCHEDULING TECHNIQUES : PERT AND CPM
Some organisations, such as large manufacturing or
contracting firms, typically deal with projects that are large 
and complex. Other companies may have to undertake similarly 
large projects only infrequently. In a large project such as 
constructing a suspension bridge, the tremendous number of 
activities to be completed and the task of coordinating the 
people, machines, equipment and money require a structural method
of scheduling. If such a project is poorly managed, the 
resulting delays and cost overruns, which could be avoided, may 
be serious enough to offset the viability of the project or in 
fact endanger the future of the company. It is not infrequent to 
see project or company failures due to poor project planning and 
scheduling.
The manager of a large project will be interested in 
answers to the following questions:
1- How long will it take to complete the project ?
2- Which activities should be given priority if the project to 
be completed within the shortest time possible ?
3- Which activities are noncritical, such that they can be 
delayed without delaying the total project ?
4- If a deadline is set for the completion of the project, what 
is the probability of meeting the deadline ?
5- What are the flexibilities in terms of the time-distribution 
of requirements that will maintain the given schedule ?
6- If the project time is to be shortened, what is the least- 
costly way of expanding the project ?
7- At any given time, how does the actual progress compare with 
the schedule ? Is the project on schedule, behind the schedule or 
ahead of schedule ?
8- How do the actual expenditures compare with the budgeted 
amounts?
The network scheduling techniques PERT/CPM are instrumental 
in seeking answers to each of the above questions.
These tecniques were developed during the 1950's
independently of each other, in order to plan and manage projects 
of different natures. Critical Path Method (CPM) was developed 
and used as a tool for building and maintenance of chemical 
plants at DuPont Industries. On the other hand, Project 
Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) was developed for the U.S. 
Navy to plan and control the Polaris Project (1). Originally
these two techniques differed in their orientations. Plant 
construction and maintance times were fairly stable at DuPont, 
however CPM assumed deterministic activity times and it
emphasized time cost trade offs, that is the question of reducing 
activity and project time at a minimum cost. On the other hand, 
due to uncertainities involved in a major R&D project such as the 
design and the implementation of the Polaris system, PERT had to 
allow for uncertain activity times but without any explicit 
inclusion of cost considerations. However, the distinction
between PERT and CPM is no longer important, the name project 
scheduling includes both techniques and the presently available 
computer codes allow for uncertain activity times as well as 
providing time-cost analysis.
The process of project scheduling using PERT/CPM consists of 
the following steps :
1. Divide the project into a set of mutually exclusive 
activities.
2. Determine the order of these activities, that is the 
precedence relations.
3. Assign time and/or cost estimates for each activity.
4. Draw the PERT/CPM network for the project.
5. Compute the longest path through the network, that is the
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critical path. Determine the completion time for the entire
!
project.
6. Conduct PERT/Cost analysis to crash the project if necessary.
7. Plan, monitor and control the project using the final 
network.
1.6.1 APPLICATION AREAS
Determining Project Duration : The simplest and most obvious use 
of CPIi is to find out just how long the project will take. The 
project duration can then be compared with the scheduled 
completion date, if any, to see whether or not it is acceptable. 
If the completion date is unsatisfactory, replanning may be 
required in order to shorten the job. Even if the schedule is 
acceptable, further changes may be made to reduce costs, even out 
manpower requirements, or accomplish other improvements. In all 
of these, CPU is a vital planning tool.
A rough, preliminary CPM computation during the bidding 
stage will show the contractor whether he can meet contract 
completion without incurring expensive overtime. Similarly, a 
contractor can use CPM to test the completion date that he has 
specified, since an unreasonable date will result in higher bids. 
Scheduling : CPM separates planning from scheduling. In the 
planning stage, the sequence of operations is determined. In the 
scheduling stage, actual dates are selected for each operation. 
If the completion date determined by the critical path 
computations is satisfactory, then scheduling the project may be 
proceeded.
Shortening a project : If a project completion date is not
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acceptable, there are basically three ways of shortening the 
project :
1. One way is to replan the project, using different methods. 
For example, a complete design change may be called for, such as 
a switch from steel to concrete or vice versa.
2. The second approach is to replan the sequence of operations 
so that operations formerly in series are now done in parallel.
3. The third way of shortening is to apply additional resources 
to the project to speed it up. Knowledge of the critical path 
makes it possible to concentrate this extra effort where it will 
pay off on the critical jobs.
Scheduling of material deliveries : An important use of CPM is 
in scheduling material deliveries. With a precise schedule 
developed by CPM analysis, materials can be scheduled to arrive 
within a short time before they are needed. At the same time, 
the schedule will also show when orders, must be placed for long 
lead-time items to ensure on-time deliveries.
Determining the effects of delays : Use of CPM does not end at 
the planning stage or when the schedule is complete. It is a 
valuable tool for controlling the project throughout its 
execution. CPM analysis can determine the effects of a delay in 
one or more operations on the job as a whole.
Effect of changes : With a CPM network the effect of a change can 
be precisely determined. Perhaps more important, the network 
provides graphic proof of just why a time extension is or is not 
required.
CPM as a tool in decision making : Another application of CPM is
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in the simulation of alternate courses of action. Various:
methods may be under consideration in accomplishing some phases 
of the project. CPM provides a model of the project that is 
useful in comparing these alternatives. Examples of such choices 
might be:
1. Evaluation of proposals with different delivery dates.
2. Shall we do certain work ourselves or subcontract it ?
3. Shall we hire additional personnel, work overtime or 
subcontract ?
In design, various materials present differing problems of 
delivery, fabrication or erection times. Often, time is an 
important factor in the choice between materials or types of 
design. CPM provides an effective and realistic tool to aid in 
decisions of this type.
1.6.2 ADVANTAGES OF CRITICAL PATH METHOD
Critical path method has the potential for assisting a 
project manager in scheduling individual activities to meet long 
range organizational objectives but to do so in such a way as to 
control scarce project resourses. CPM can be shown as providing 
significant assistance in the planning and organizing functions 
of project management. CPM has the potential for significant 
benefits and application areas.
A few of the advantages of CPM are as follows:
Precedence relations : The network diagram shows the
relationships between the various jobs that make up the project 
and it shows the dependency of one job on another. Thus, it 
provides a much better picture of the job than could be attained
17
by a bar chart or any other scheduling device.
More effective planning : CPM forces the project manager to think 
the job through to completion. It demands careful, detailed 
planning. Many people feel that this fact alone justifies the 
time spent on the system.
Pinpoints problem areas :Properly applied, CPM helps to identify 
bottlenecks and potential problem areas before they occur. 
Improves communications : As soon as personnel are trained, CPM 
provides an easily understood, graphical model of the job. It 
also provides a ready frame of reference for discussion between 
the parties concerned, such as owner, contractor, engineer or 
architect and materials suppliers. This accounts for the 
effective and timely communication on job progress and control. 
Resource allocation : Through CPM, the planner can determine the 
most effective use of personnel, equipment, and other resources. 
Overtime can be reduced or confined to the jobs where it will do 
the most benefit. Undesirable peaks and valleys in manpower 
requirements can be leveled out.
Study of alternate courses of action : A powerful use of the 
method is in providing management with means of studying
different courses of action; for example, contracting out certain 
work as compared to doing the work with company forces. This 
type of study gives management the basis for making an 
intelligent choice between alternatives.
Management by Exception : By identifying the critical operations, 
CPM focuses attention on those jobs that control overall 
completion time. Further, CPM defines just how far each can slip 
behind schedule witjiout affecting the overall progress.
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1.7 PURPOSE OF THE THESIS
Construction type projects such as wastewater treatment 
projects that are defined in the section of Wastewater Treatment 
(Treatment, Operations and Concepts) are comprised of a number 
activities. In order to give the coordination and control 
facilities to the project manager to complete the construction of 
the project on time and to identify the bottlenecks and potential 
problem areas before they occur, the utilization of CPM in the 
project schedule is very useful and economical. To give a
specific e^:ample, CPM is applied to Izmir Winery Wastewater 
Treatment Plant. The purpose of this thesis is to show how CPM 
can be applied to a given project schedule for Izmir Winery 
Wastewater Treatment Plant.
1.8 OUTLINE OF THE THESIS
This chapter has explained wastewater treatment and its 
aims, the definition of project management, and project 
scheduling techniques and application areas. In the second 
chapter the literature survey related to the subject, in the 
third chapter, useful terms and their definitions in the
application are defined and project calendar, activities and 
their estimated durations are specified. Discussion, conclusion 
and recommendations are given in the fourth and fifth chapters.
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY
Project planning is a new area for construction technology. 
This enables the project planner to plan a job, inputting the 
work that has to be started on a particular material, plant and 
labour. It also shows which job is dependent on which job and 
what effect a delay in one area will have on the entire project 
(9) .
Network techniques, such as CPM and PERT have the potential 
for assisting a project manager in scheduling individual 
activities to meet long range organizational objectives in such a 
way that they can control scarce project resources. The 
techniques can be shown as providing significant assistance in 
the planning and organizing functions of project management (3).
The first studies of a network related technique dates about 
1950's. Critical Path Planning and Scheduling (CPPS) by Kelly 
and Walker (10), was presented in December 1959 at the Eastern 
Joint Computer Conference. In 1956, the E.I. DuPont de Nemours 
Company set up a group to study the possible application of new 
management techniques to the company's engineering fuctions. One 
of the first areas considered was the planning and scheduling of 
construction projects (13).
At about the same time, the U.S. Navy was involved in 
developing the Polaris system. The magnitude and urgency of this 
project led to the creation of project PERT in U.S. Navy. 
According to Malcolm et al (8), Project Pert was set up as a 
three phase program:
1- To perform an operations research study leading to the
design and feasibility test of an evaluation system.
2- To make pilot application of the system in selected 
areas.
3- To implement the system to applicable parts of the 
Polaris program.
Emphasis мае on evaluation and review of existing plans in 
assessing the ability to achieve various milestones in the 
project rather than the creation or optimization of plans. PERT 
gave the management of the project the confidence and insight 
to make decisions which permitted a reduction in time.
Critical Path Technique was chosen as a unique name for 
versions similar to PERT and CPPS which use single time 
estimates and have no time-cost trade-off capabilities (19).
Project management in the 1980's differs from that twenty 
years earlier insofar as it generally demands broader and more 
senior management skills than it did before (12).
Cost Control has become so essential, according to one 
builder that it is usually more important to stay within the 
budget rather than to meet the deadline (9). So, to effectively 
start a project and produce useful results, you need an estimate 
that accurately gauges total project cost (5).
In most traditional organizations, the need for project 
mahagement is first recognized by those functional, resource or 
middle managers who have identified problems in allocating and 
controlling resources. Many upper level managers feel that 
project management can be forced upon lower level subordinates 
through simple directives. This turns out to be a significant
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turning point in the implementation phase (7).
In a project-oriented environment, a considerable portion of
t
the role of the project manager consists of integrating,
facilitating and coordinating tasks that are essential for
successful completion of the project. It is necessary for
him/her to move across various functional areas and disciplines 
to obtain services and resources from project personnel over whom 
he/she has little or no formal authority (4).
CPM and PERT offer project managers, methods of controlling 
increased project complexity , voluminous amount of data, tighter 
time deadlines and limited manpower, material and capital 
resources.
The introduction of electronic spreadsheet packages has
provided construction contractors, owners and managers with a 
management tool that can be applied to a wide range of
construction related problems (2). The development of 
microcomputers is changing the nature of common construction 
management function. The management of construction operations 
requires three basic functions* estimating, scheduling and cost 
control. If properly used, microcomputers are valuable tools 
that help in performing these functions (17).
Commercially available software programs have taken
advantage of the increased capability of computer hardware to 
reduce many of the early constraints of data and data 
manipulation (15).
A major advantage of using spreadsheet software to develop a 
project management application program is the ability to tailor 
the spreadsheet to the format that the user desires. Another
22
advantage is that there are a large number of special purpose 
spreadsheet software systems. The advantages of using spredsheet 
software is the relative complexity of macro programming and a 
lower speed of execution than some of the sophisticated 
commercial project management systems (6).
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3. APPLYING CPM TO IZMIR WINERY WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT 
PROJECT
3.1 DEFINITIONS
The terms and their definitions used in the computer 
application and reports are as follows:
Activity : An operation or process consuming time and possibly 
other resources.
Critical Path : That sequence of activities which determines the 
total time for the task.
Dummy : A logical link, a constraint which represents no specific 
operation. It is an activity that absorbs neither resources nor 
time.
Duration : The estimated or actual time required to complete an 
activity.
Earliest Event Time (EET) : The earliest time by which an event 
can be achieved without affecting the total project time or the 
precedence relations of the network.
Earliest Finish Time of an Activity (EFT) : The earliest possible 
time which an activity can finish without affecting the total 
project time or the precedence relations of the network.
Earliest Start Time of an Activity (EST) : The earliest possible 
time which an activity can start without affecting the total 
project time or the precedence relations of the network.
Float : A time available for an activity or path in addition to 
its duration. It is the difference between the time necessary 
and the time available for an activity.
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Latest Event Time (LET) : The latest time by which an event can 
be achieved without affecting the total project time or the 
precedence relations of the network.
Latest Finish Time of an Activity (LFT) : The latest possible 
time which an activity can finish without affecting the total 
project time or the precedence relations of the network.
Latest Start Time of an Activity (LST) : The latest possible time 
which an activity can start without affecting the total project 
time or the precedence relations of the network.
Network : A diagram representing the activities and events of a 
project, their sequence and inter-relationships.
Precedence Diagramming : Networking system where an activity is 
represented by a node and dependency is shown by an arrow. At 
least three types of dependency can be shown, each having 
different locations and the associated nodes:
Normal (N)— the start of an activity depends upon the finish of 
its predecessors.
Finish-to finish (F)- the finish of an activity depends upon the 
finish of its predecessors.
Start-to start (S)- the start of an activity depends upon the 
start of its predecessors.
Slack : Latest date of event minus earliest date of an event.
3.2 PROJECT CALENDAR
Project calendar defines the available workdays given by the 
management to the contractor. According to the agreement made
tbetween the joint venture companies and Turkish Directorate and 
Monopoly, 300 workdays is the duration of the project. For most
of the treatment plant projects, it is about 300, 540 or 720
workdays. The duration -of 300 workdays is valid under no 
financial problems and/or unexpected disasters during the
completion of the project. The start date of the project is 
specified as September 1 1989 and due date as July 1 1990. During 
the construction of the project, 7 workdays in a week with 
January 1 1990 and February 28 1990 as holidays, are given in 
the specifications.
In the following section, the project activities and their 
estimated durations are specified.
3.3 SPECIFYING THE PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND THEIR ESTIMATED
DURATIONS
A total number of 127 activities and 208 relationships are 
specified. The activities are shown on schedule reports in 
Appendix B with their relevant predecessors and successors. The 
durations of the given 127 activities and precedence
relationships are estimated according to the Provincial Bank's 
criteria and working schedule programs of similar type of 
treatment projects with respect to their capacity, duration and 
technological features.
While developing the project plan, the total project was 
broken down into 127 individual activities. Each of the 
activities represents a task to be accomplished and was 
identified by an activity name. The following questions are 
aske to place an activity in its right position:
-Which predecessor activities must be completed in order to start
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the activity ?
—Which activities can be done parallel to the activity ?
—Which activities can not start before the completion of the 
activity ?
According to the answers to these questions, precedence 
diagram for the project was prepared. The precedence
relationships of activities were defined as a Normal (N) or a 
Start-to—Start (S). The remaining activities were defined as 
Finish-to-Finish (F). During the first execution of the project 
planning, delays could not be included within the activity 
durations. During revision stage of the project planning, these 
delays and other constraints could be considered.
In Appendix B, a. project schedule report displays the 
detailed predecessor and successor activities for each activity 
in the project schedule. The activity title, the estimated 
duration, its predecessors and successors, lag times and its 
precedence relationships can be seen easily. Following titles 
are used in the presentation of precedence relationships;
” PRED ■· is the predecessor activity 
" SUCC '· is the successor activity
'· * ” indicates, a critical relationship between an activity and
its predecessor or successor.
In numbering activities, the following rules are followed.
-Activity should be unique.
-The number of the end activity should be greater than the 
number of the beginning activity.
-Gaps should be left in the sequence of activity numbering in 
order to allow for subsequent insertion of activities.
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3.4 SCHEDULE REPRESENTATION
After the activities’, their precedence relationships and 
activity durations are specified, the planner can begin to 
schedule activities by using the project calendar. In this
thesis, the schedule calculations were done by the use of the 
Primavera Project Planner. For each activity, early and late 
start and finish dates were scheduled. All scheduled activities 
are shown on schedule and bar chart reports in Appendices.
3.5 CRITICAL PATH IDENTIFICATION
After the early and late event times for each activity were 
calculated, the schedule reports were prepared. The schedule 
reports show early start, early finish, late start, late finish 
and total float of each activity. Total float for an activity 
represents the total number of days the activity can be delayed 
without delaying the total time of the project.
Critical activities determine the total time for the task. 
They constitute the longest path in the project, which defines 
the expected completion time of the project. The activities in 
the critical path have all zero floats whereas noncritical 
activities have positive float, as there is either a slack or 
flexibility in their starting dates.
Non-critical activities have positive float in their 
starting dates. Although these activities do not determine the 
critical path, lack of progressing in these activities beyond 
their floats can turn them into critical activities.
In this thesis twelve activities which constitute the
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'critical path' are 'Order to Begin Work', 'Work Scheduling and 
Project Planning', 'Predesig and Process Calculations', 'Final 
Design and Process Reports', 'Actual Beginning to Work', 
'Anaerobic Digester Tank Construction', 'Anaerobic Digester Tank 
Mechanical Installation', 'Anaerobic Digester Tank Electrical 
Installation', 'Setting to Work', 'Temporary Acceptance', 
'Allowance For Completing Unfinished Works' and 'Final Acceptance 
of Treatment Plant'. As any delays in one of the critical 
activities shall delay the completion time of the project, 
special care should be given by the project manager.
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In this thesis, CPM is applied to Izmir Winery Wastewater 
Treatment Plant which has a capacity of 500 m-3/day. In the
study, the project was broken down into 127 activities with 208
relationships. Each activity with an activity title represents 
a task to be accomplished. The relationships between the 
predecessors and successors were classified into three types; 
Conventional (C), Start-to-Start (S) or Fin,ish-to-Finish (F). 
After the scheduling of the project, critical activities, free 
float and total float of the activities were calculated. The 
activities having zero float were defined as critical activities. 
In this study, the activities that are found to be critical are 
Order to Begin Work, Work Scheduling and Project Planning,
Predesign and Process Calculations, Final Design and Process
Reports, Actual Beginning to Work, Anaerobic Digester Tank 
Construction, Anaerobic Digester Tank Mechanical Installation, 
Anaerobic Digester Tank Electrical Installation, Setting to Work, 
Temporary Acceptance, Allowance For Completing Unfinished Works 
and Final Acceptance of Treatment Plant. Critical activities 
found in this study are unique for this treatment plant. They 
change according to the capacity, time constraints and other 
specifications of a treatment plant. In this study, time is the 
major constraint and according to the other specifications, 
'Anaerobic Digester Tank Unit' related activities were critical 
activities. These critical activities should not be delayed, as 
any delay in these activities should delay the completion date of 
the entire project. On the other hand, activities with free
4. DISCUSSION
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float or total float can be delayed according to their floats. 
The activities that have free floats, total floats and zero 
floats are given in Appendix B.
As the activities require time and other resources such as 
manpower, machine, equipment and cash flow, the project manager 
can transfer the necessary resources to the critical activities 
from the non-critical activities if a delay occurs in the 
critical activities. With the help of the schedule, the project 
manager can closely monitor the critical activities in order not 
to allow any delay of the entire project. Therefore, the 
schedule can be very helpful in the planning stage of resource 
allocation among the activities. During the execution of the 
project, this schedule can be revised. If a delay in a critical 
activity results in delaying the whole project, this can be 
corrected by transfering resources from other non-critical 
activities. From this point of view, this study is not only 
useful in the planning stages of the projects, but it can also 
help the operational decisions made frequently.
Free float activities can be delayed without delaying the 
early start of the successor activities. The free float in an 
activity can be used without affecting any other activity in the 
network. This fact can be used to shift the resources from the 
free float actvities to the critical activities in order to 
implement the duration of the entire project.
The total float activities can be delayed in accordance with 
their succeeding activities which have free floats. In a certain 
path of activities, each activity has the same total float. In 
order not to delay the completion date of the entire project, the
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total float can be used between the activities which have the 
same total float. If the'total float is used completely in the 
chain of same total floats, then this chain of activities become 
also critical.
We have applied CPM to, Izmir Winery Wastewater Treatment 
Plant. The project was broken down into 127 activities with 208 
relationships. For each activity, early and late start and 
finish dates were scheduled with the help of Primavera Project 
Planner. After scheduling the project, critical activities, free 
and total float of the activities were calculated. Twelve 
activities were found to be critical activities with zero floats. 
These critical activities play an important role in the 
completion of Izmir Winery Wastewater Treatment Plant Project 
within the desired scheduled time. As the Anaerobic Digester 
Tank Unit is found to be in the critical chain of the activities, 
the activities related to the construction and installation of 
Anaerobic Digester Tank Unit should be cared during the 
construction stage.
This study offers the following advantages to the project 
manager in Izmir Winery Wastewater Treatment Plant Project :
-The project scheduling is done by selecting actual start 
and finish dates for each activity. As the completion date 
computations determined by the critical path computations are 
realistic, the project manager can use this schedule.
-According to possible new'Constraints and delays, the 
activities that require more resources can be monitored easily.
-As there are many material imports in this project, 
scheduling of material deliveries is another important aspect of 
the results.
s. CONCLUSION
-CPM does not end after the schedule is completed. CPM 
sensitivity analysis can determine the effects of a delay on the 
job as a whole.
-The Network Logic Diagram provides a formalized procedure 
of analyzing the effect of a change in the project.
-The potential problem areas can be understood easily from 
the schedule according to free floats and total floats.
-This schedule provides a ready frame for discussion between 
owner, contractor, engineer, architect and materials suppliers 
which accounts for the effective and timely communication on job 
progress and control.
-This study enables the planner to determine the most 
effective use of personnel, equipment and other resources. It 
also helps to level out the manpower requirements.
The realism of this project depends heavily on the 
estimation of the activity durations. In order to estimate the 
activity durations realistically, the man-hour standarts should 
be used for cost analysis in a construction firm and each firm 
should form its own standart values. Otherwise the estimated 
durations and the schedule will not have any validity. So, the 
validity and advantages of planning and scheduling with CPU 
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Primavera is a complete planning and scheduling tool for 
project managers which helps to evaluate and analyze schedules 
and resource requirements for all types of projects.
The Primavera Project Planner is a comprehensive project
management software system that gives managers complete 
control over large and small projects. Its extensive 
capabilities include critical path scheduling, resource 
allocation and levelling and cost control.
The Primavera Project Planner is a fully interactive,
command driven software. It features an advanced data entry mode 
for easy input and updating of large and complex networks. It
also handles single and multiple projects containing up to 10,000
activities. Some of the more important features are given below. 
Scheduling
-Utilizes Critical Path Method for scheduling.
-Supports two types of schedule calculation logic ;
Progress Override 
Retained Logic
-Analyses and detects open ends and an activity loops prior to 
scheduling.
-Target planning fully supports perfomance measurement.
-Activity coding for organization project data such as 
responsibility assignments and breakdown structures.
Resource Allocation and Leveling
-96 resources per project and 6 per activity
-Calculates and levels resource usage, simplifying resource 
smoothing and alleviating conflicts.
-Allows resource unit prices to vary over time account for 
inflation.
Cost Control
-Automatic costing of resource usage.
-User definable calculation of resource units and costs when 
updating.
-Computes earned value for performance measurement.
Additional Features
-On-screen tabular view of activity schedules.
-On-screen bar charts, resource/cost histograms and cumulative 
curves.
-Extensive custom reporting capabilities, including
comprehensive selection and sorting of project data.
-Data export to Lotus 123, Dbase III, ASCII file and other 
spreadsheet/data base packages.
-Features advanced data entry mode for automated input and update 
of repetitive or large networks.
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PROJECT SCHEDULE WITH DETAILED PREDECESSORS AND SUCCESSORS
This report displays the detailed predecessor and successor 
activities for each activity in the project schedule. In the 
presentation of predecessor and successor activities following 
codes are used :
PRED is the predecessor activity 
SUCC is the successor activity
* indicates a critical relationship between an activity and its 
predecessor or successor.
APPENDIX B 1 :
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E E  EQAT S
_U PD AE lifCEE MTE rtFE _  DATE
m 0A. 2 0 AWtERSIC DIGETE TM  BACKFILI m m ii1AR90 :1HAY90 ;3imY'^ 32
:305t: 5 V 0 EED Am iBIC DIGESTE TAM( CCNCREIE CASTING 4HAR^ .^ 30 8mY90 131AY90 0·:
1400 10 10 0 3XC senwG TO m ijit e i5im lJt№0 10.J>ifi0 2
FREFUOAT :-r-Oi.
_  UPDATE IffOSE miE TfFE _  GATE
307 3 3 0 AN®KBIC DIGESTE TAMi PJSTEING m m 11MM0 29tiAYS0 :SimY‘30 81
ί305ί 5 5 0PED A ^ IC  DIGETE TANK COCREIE (MING m m m m 6«4Y90 i3mY^ 53
1400 10 10 0:5UCC ¡SETTING TO m. lJ«"-i90 i m m iJU® i m m ύ
• ESEO A T C<
_  mii liPGLSE LATE TYRE,_  GATE
52
A,c.·'. u rS m riC N  
Ш Ш Ш  7ΡΞΐ€ .ЙШЮ. 55
ш ш <  ршст
----i=PDJECT :3ί>ΕΒΊ£—-
ichsduk rep with FrLrpred+succ,sorted:,IF
Ж 1 1 Ш Ш Ш  Ш Т Ш  РШГ 
оЖ Е А Ш  1SEFS9 FIN DATE. ЗаШ 0  
1 Ш 1 Ж  iScPSS RiGErO. U
.CTIVITY C?;IG ?S1 MT.mn DE^ :IPTICN EARLY EMY LATE LATE TOTAL
■ты Ш FCT Ш FINI:3T START FINI·^ FLOAT
m ;5 .35 0 ANAECeiC DIE3IER im  ¡^ 11. EO-tlP. fPO) i  Iff. 1ШШ is r a SAPf® liW93 ■r:iJ
Ш 0 0 0 PFa s m .ACTUAL cEgimiii«; to m . Ш Ш т ш 15M3A39 25®A39 r .
Ш 21 21 sao ; .ANAERCBIC DIGETE "M f£CH m. MT.1LATICN 16AFR93 iSHAYSS iimY^ ЗШЕЗ •-¿r
FFE FLijAT 3
_  'Л1А1Е Iff^  DATE TYPE_  DATE
w 21 ■ 21 0 - AhiPcRCeiC DIESTER m . rEOi £Q. IimDATB! l;3AF'F?S' •5NAYS0 I lM SimYSS •·ζштт·
£5 35 3Fia ANAEi^ IC DIGESe TM lEH. ^IIP. FO  1 ItP. 1Ж-Й ISAFR·^ SAFl^ J 1ШЯ0 25
£35 5 CV SFfS AAiiERCSIC DIGESTER TM CG£E!E C^ ING Ж30 imm с;·
IW 13 13 3:3UCC SETTIM9 TO m lJUvSa IS M IM •7
F E  ,W
IFDATE IffC^ SATE TYPE _  DATE
£10 5 5 3 .ANAEROBIC DIGESTER m . HISCSlMiS \im 16CECS3 .ЖЕСЗЗ m m 3imYS0 Ж
£Si:t ·■ 3 ЗгШ) S 1 MERCBIC.DIESTE IM  SCmilCN 15I£C£;9 1TSEC89 m m :.1AFRS0 ts
IS 10 3 Ш ’^ ING TO m IJLie ШШ IM IS M 3
FEEFUM 105
_  UPDATE I№jSE IA.TE TiFE DATE
Sll 5 5 3 . mmMlC DIGESTER TM m  IHSUUTICil i31ARSS 27HAY33 31MAY?3 ■ 7·-
Ш 5 5 0FED .iNA.E£SIC DIESTER TM ilNCFEIE l^ STII'i: 4ШЕЗ CnARSS 6 M i2MAYS0 •-rJ
1400 IS 10 д Ш :3ETTI['jG TO m 1ЛШ 10M lJdN93 10J!J90
FF.E FLOAT , -Ч
_  1Я1А1Е IffQ^ D.ATE TlfF£ _  DATE
ГНЛ  
■-· i  i .
“
J 5 3 rWOSIC DIETTER TAMC ACID [¡OmE >03.^ 510 SNARES iSHAFSS ■¿ypm m m 75
m Чw 5 9 РШ!? MEFS8IC DIGESTER TAMi COCREIE CASTI.C; 4MAR^ St1ARS3 m m m m S3
14Ш 13 13 3:3UCC "£TTING TO WORK иШ£0 10JIN90 IM 13Jlil90 3
FEE R.0AT 79
_Ш 1 Е “ lifCSE DATE TKFE _  BATE
:£SJ 55 0 m m ic  DIGESTER m  cosiructicn 2m f9 1&4AR83 2SEM39 imss :Τ
52J: 3 3 SPEIi .ACTUAL TO ICRK ■ШШ 23il7A39 ■mm ■ВШ39 ίτ:2.·
351i 45 45 0 Ж .^ 4€Fl2IC DIGESTER ttCHANICAL INSIALLATICN 1Ш99 :30AFR93 iimR?3 :3aAFR93
F E  РЛАТ .. :7.
_  ЛАТЕ IlfOSE DATE Ж ._  DATE
£51 45 45 3 .aNAEFCSIC digester mechanical INSiqLATICN 1Ж-^ :1APR83 ITNARSS ■ШШ 0
m 55 55 SPEED ANAERC8IC DIGESTER TAN< .£a'BTRCTia4 2SO^ :3 15ШЗ 25^ C^ 89 iSN/fSS
31 31 0:ЗиСС ■AMOTIC DIGESTER ELE-CTRICAL IMSTAILATICN INAY'J 31.4Af^ mm 31WYS0 Λ
FRER.0AT
_  ЛАТЕ IffCSE DATE T^E._  ΜΤΞ
"ίΤ·"· 31 31 0 .ANABDBIC DIGESTER ELECTRICAL m im iM IflAYSS ЗШЕЗ IflAYSS .Β1ΗΛΥ90 -
Γι?Γί ·Λ· •^•5 45 0 m AlAERCEIC DIGESTER :E£!^ ICAL imiATICN ■шт lEVfSS •33AFR93
53 .
Д.С.І;. OrNSTRtXTICN СОШГ 
Ш Ш ІЖ  7FEB90 RUN М3. 65
FRimvER^  frûe:t пят 
— тзжт sütEui—
ccheduis Γβρ with Fr'_'í-pred+Hijcc,sorted!i4C);E3,'ÍF
HEL Ш ВШ  ШТт  FLAMF 
ЗІШВАІЕ 1SEP89 ЕІМГАІЕЗ&Ше 
ЕШ Ш Е lŒBiS НАСЕЮ. 15
ШІѴШ ŒIGiHi 
ШШ ЕШ KJR PCT
.CTIVlTf ISŒ'IPTICN
COI
Е Ш  Е Ш  
STM FInIEH
LAIE LAIE Т Ж
Ш Т  FINiai FLÖli






. Ш Е _____
E01 ;3 3 3 ВІіХШСЕ LM  0ШАТІШ 13K39 ЖЕС83 27í^ S0 D ira : -Z
50İÎ 3 3 3FF0 ■АШВІС DIGETER Ш  ШШШ ISEECS ішт L ir a Ьс
S02 13 13 S ϊυ χ DISCM  L.IÆ РСШЖ î  XAFOBING 31LEDS3 71ÎİRS3 :шт шт 6S
Ш r- ¿1 3 6UICC о іш ж с L IE  и іа ш ж Б  m s 21EC83 228X3 шгт ішш
ШП •*i 7 3 ж АШШІЗІІЖІСМ BUILDING ЕЖШГІСм 2ШЗЭ 22IÊCS9 Ж Ву
FrS  РиЖ
іБШЕ IlfCSE LATETE _  [АТЕ
Ш 10 13 3 DISCHARE Ü E  т Ш  1 SOÍKLDIE 31ШЭ Ш 93 a¥tW шт 5:·
Ш 3 s 3FfSi /# е ж с DIGESTER Ж  РОШЖ 1 SCAFFaDING 2:ЖЗЗ ;Ж£С8Э zmm т э т а Í·':
Ш 3 3 ЗРШ) DISaW IE.LlE SXCMTICN. ІШШ 21ЮЕСсЗ иш і 2 з га •■’е
Wif. “j 3 3 ізисс F 2 L IE  PIPING 1ШЗ шт ІЖ ВЗ ш т
Ш 13 13 3S1IC S' 4 ОІЗСІЖ L IE  STEEL ШШПШ -mm івшзз 4тѵз0 ь:
ІШ 3 3 3SÜCC . AmiNiSTRATICN aULDING FQFÍIÍH 1 :ЖРСШ1« mm ізш зз :тт ІсЖГіЗ
FREE Р.Ж
_  Í.PDA7E IlfîSE DATE ΓίΡΕ _ ЕАТЕ
’50B 0'J 3 DISCHARŒ L IE  PIPING NDRKS 2RAR3S 1 S M НіАтЭ
rbi.·?· 13 13 3FF.ED F 2 ШШ£ L IE  РСШ-Ш % XAFPILDIMG 31ŒC3S Ж 9 3 :Ş0AFfiS3 smY33 Si
Wj 7 7 з;зисс ОІЕШСЕ LIÎ€ CDNCFEE САЕіТІЮ İtîAh;33 ттт ш т І ’Ж 'ІЗ ■ 77
FFE P_Qí\T •А
_  іШ  iE lECŒ DATE TîFE _  Ж Е -
m І0 13 3 0І:Э Ж і2 L IE  STEEL ШШЛКМ mm ш т тт ■шт Si
■·,·ί^7·Ί· 5 5 ЗРЩ) т В Ж  DICESTER ТАЖ :STEEL CÖ^ STR. МЖЗ um 2шт шт Sİ
m 10 10 3FRED 31ÍECS3 ітт ш ш шт Si
Ш. 7 / 0 : Ж . DISCHARGE LIi€ 0Ж Ш Е CASTING i4hAR53 ШІШ 23MAYS3 ■шт
1Ш ; 7 ? З Ж AÖIINISTRATICN BUILDIt« 8 Ж  OSSmTICN Шо 14№R^ •"•rTMí&lií .CJu> /ѵи.-у іш з з ш ш SI
FEE FLOAT :L·
_ Ш 1 Е ■ ШШ. [ATE TÏFE _  DATE -
305 “»/ η 3 ОГЗіЖСЕ L IE  'ЖРЕТЕ CÄSTlE^ 14NAR-33 ■mwm ■шт ”Г.F-·
mi 10 10 3FFEB DISCRETE L IE  З Ж  OIMSTRUJIICN a4ARS3 т-ш тш 13№YS3 61
Wi 3 8 3 PRED DDSCHARGE L IE  PIPIE МЖЗ 2NAR93 т т 23WÍS 7-
*■;
¿Ш '¿ ІЖ DISCHARGE L IE  Ш РІИ 21?Ш ■шт ш т зітѵ із •L ·
FEE FLOAT · 0
_UPDA1E IffŒE DATE TÏFE DATE
336 *J. о 3 DDSCHARiE L IE  BAQIRLL 21flARS ■2шт :I3MAYS3 3imYS3
305:« 7 1 3FFEİ3 DD^GE L IE  XlCPEiE CASTIflG Î44ARSS ■тти 2ЖЗЗ 23тѵ33 ::û
І4Ш- 13 13 ЗЕУСС :SETTING TO Ш імт ІЗІШЗЗ 1Ж З ІЗДІІІЗ L.
54
A.C.K. CDpiRUCTICiv CCHWf FRIHMvtf* PROJECT FlfMiP
F ^ M T E  lfEB9g mim. 55 — "FmJECT SCmAlE—
Schedule T5P »;ith iTF>prfdT=uco,iori.td;^OB:’“
BcL hSi'DWF. Tf!E:iT:v^C■ 
STFFTI^  1SEF?3 nNKTEmJl^ !^  
E^.’fA D'iTE i'Ec'5: FACE !yj, 10
ACTIVITi KIG FE: ACTIVITY ESCPIPTIX EAFIY- EAFiY LATE LATE TOTAL
im m FCT CQ[£ START FINIST START FINISH FiM
FR EfW 70
_  ip DATE im EiAlt TPE
910 Z-*-· 3 0 D im FE Lire m sjM m  np-;;s 2HES9 2SECSS
_
29^1AY90 3inA>''30 ' 102
mt 3 3 0 FFE DISCHVVX LIl€ EXCAVAJICN l:2£CS3 2EX3 T im m m 73
m 10 10 0 SLiCC: sariMG 10 liPii u m 10JIAIS0 iim isMiae 0
E E  PJ»T 102
_1HATE IfFOE TPE _  ElATE
S53 45 45 0 DISIHAFa LI^ £ OMUTICY^ 2mA39 m m rAFP90 S1NAY90.
50i· 3 0 0F® ACTUAL BEGIifllMS TO m:. 2^38 m m 0
1430 10 10 0 SJX '■nTM i^owM: 11M0 10JUN96 lJUiiS0 m m 0
FEE PXtf’T J36.
_ im T E IFFCEE EATE TTrE _  EATE
1^ 1 jL 0 ASHMSIRATICK BUILDING EXCMTICH 21IEC8S 2 ia^ m m 1?HA"80 82
90]i 3 3 0 PFEi DISCPAFSE Lir-E &XCAVATICii 15££C89 2FPS9 i- / r-rr.Js.· 23^ P5S 73
m 3 0:aja: ADHINISTRATiaJ BUILD!!« P3MOST £ SCAFFOIUNG m m imm m m 64
1013?; 5 5 0SUCC S I ADHINISTFATIQ'l BUILDUP HimLAi'SXS tiBlS 22EC88 m x s 3imYS2 S3
FiSE R IK  
_______leJATE IFPtSE TVPE _  Date
1002 /·. Cj 0 ADfllNISTRATia. ElOLDINS m m : t XAFFQiilNG m m 10M llilAYS; l3MAi'50 54
S02i: 10 10 0FED DiscHAFE Lii€ m m i & mpcinm 31ECS3 7HARS3 ■PARSE 53
m 2 0 FFE' AiHiHisTFAJia^  BJiLEtiNG E m m 21ECS9 22DECSS B1AY90 lilVV;« S2
i^ st 4 4 0 m .«iiMINISTFlATICA! BJILDl!« PPING £ MlLim 11HARS0 14HAF30 IT^ AtSS 20^ “ SO 4··














If13±£ [¡ATE Tff£ _  miE,
AIHINISTRATI(3>J R ilil'IlC  PIPIM? & AUXILIARY 
AlfilNISBATia^ EiUlLDIhC FCFmL £ SCAffOIilMO 
AHilMETRATiaJ BUILDIFS DKFEE CA5TIJ«
i l M  i4f1AFS0 i?mY90 20hAY?0 
8M«® i m m  iimYis 
2it*m imm imm mm










AiiiIf€SmATIC(^  BUUJIf'S C5CRETE CASTIhii; 
mNISTRATia^ BjILBIW£ STEL CGiTBITICAi











1004 7 7 0 AEillNISBAJICr^  EUILDING STEEL 0>:iRU[;TICM MIRiiS 14NARS3 m F 30 14MAYS’ 2m ^ 51
■304:? 10 ■10 0PFEi DISOME LIf€ 3TEE. {Xi^ ETRLETICN' 4W\RS0 131AR90 4MAY90 l-ilA:·^ 61
1^2 3 3 0PRE) AEMINISilRATICn EiUIE'ING FCmCRK £ SCV^IDI!« !31AR90 10riAR90 IINAYSS 1^Y30 54




A.C.K. ix^TRisTiffl m m i 
F£FO;;TDAiI TrEm FirUfJ. £5
FflHAvKA m i n  FlA>iSi: 
------ rm n  SOEDILE—
Schedule rep with FL+pred+succ,5oried5M;,ErTF
IBL· W^ BWIER TREAIE^  FlAN)r 
SWTDAIE ISFSS FINMIESJUNSO 
DATA DATE lillfSS FaKI 17
ACTIVITi iDRIGFEH 
imm lA^ Mi FCT 0I£
AC.TIVm' DESO?IPTICi^ EAFLY EAFlY LATE LATE TCiTAL
STM  Fifiis« STM  ?mm r .of.t
1^ 33; 4 4 0 FFE AMNI3EATICN BJIEING PIPM: & AUXILIARY ilNAR^ 14NARS} 17i^ W^32 m m  67
i ^ : 2 jL e m AEfiMSTI^ TICN BUILDING EAa?ILi 2B1AR30 m fm m m 3MY30 53








2 2 0 
7 7 0 F ie
10 10 0 sicC;
FEE PuQAT 
__________ LfDATE
ADt1INISTRATia4 eJILDING EACFILL 
AEKINISTRATI® BJILDI!« CCtCETE CASTING 
EinNG TO m .
21 21 0




ADfUNISTRATia4 BJILBING LA£:. t€CH. ffi. m . 
50 ACTIM. i££I№!ING TO W]R<
AfllMSMTION BUILDI№ LAB.E. I№TALLATION
IMPCiBE DAE TYFE _  M E
2anAR90 m m  m m i 31№Y90
21HAR90 im m  2imYi2 7m%
1JIM30 iara430 im a m m
IffCE DAE TYPE _  lA E _____
12№iR?0 lAFfS 2SAFFS0 ISflAY*
25IXV89 25n:v39 25r<??AB9 m m
IdAES’ l^Y"^· 31MAY50 









1®3 15 15 0 AmiNISTRATiai BUILDING LAB.EQ. INSTAliATICN 2^m 1 6 M iTHAYaT 31f-AY30 45
100Si; ·“· ·¿1 21 0FFS! AlitMSTRATDDhi BUILDM·: LAB. l€Gi. EO. FBIi. 1AF30 28AF30 i6hKT90 45
1400 10 10 L u m •SariNG TO № 1 lJljNS0 10J№0 ij.m 2
FREFUl^T 
, _  iPDAlI
1010 5
1001? 2
14^  10 l i
0 AEHINISTRATB' BJILSIlfc MDSCEIAMDUS m z
0F fS i S 1 A«:SIRATiai| BJlLiiM EXCAVATI»^
0 m  .stTTiiCTOicFK
FFEFmAT
_IJPDAE _________ _ ________________________ __
I№05E DAE TYPE _  DAE
22EC8S H E S S  27!W ^ Zmm 
21I£C^ 22ES5 im %






1013 4 4 0 ADHINISTRATia^  EUILDIl« ROCF CCN3ElXTia4 28«ARS0 3iMAR30 2m ^ 3 1 M 61
1005Y; 7 7 0FED AMNISTiVCiiai BUilCTiC^  CaCREE CA;Si ING 21NAR30 2 m S l 21MAi$ 25!1Ar3e 61
14^· 10 10 0 m SETTiic TO m : l j u e i & m iMm i
FRE Float 51
„ liR lA E I№CSE DAE TYPE _  DAE
1^7 45 45 0
a
AEHINISTRATiai BUIEING COfiSEXTiai m m 6I1AR30 ■5HAF30 i3A?F30 44
50?; 0 0 0FFS' A C m  EGI№1I№5 TO ICRiC ■mm m m m m mm3 0
1^1?; 21 21 0 3UOC: ADMINISTRATION BUIlJDIi« fE Q M C ^  INSlALLATICN 7MAR90 2imm 20AFf;·^ i0hi\Y90 44
FFE Float 0
IFIA E IffC ^  DAE TYE _  DAE
1051 21 21 0
1050?: 45 45 0 p fe
1^2? 21 21 0 m
AKiINI;3TRATI04 BUILDMi ECHANICAL mST/^Tia^^ 7I1AR90 27i1ARS0 20A.PR.30 10№Y30 
AmiNISTRATICN BUILDIIC^  CiWSTRXTKDN W m  6«AR$ SHA-iSl IS A ^ -





A.C.K. сойжтіа^ Ш г Ш  
Ш Ш Ш  7FE2® ШіЮ. £5
FRI!%ERA ¡ т е с т  F l/#ET
— ¡тест зошст—
Scheduk rep witn FF_+preij+succ,sortedi/^ j,E£,]F
1B'£L пчСТЕіДСТЕР ThEAIhiCT FlAV!' 
8 Ж  EiAit ІШІ FINIATESJU® 
IATa DATE i££F?9 FACE 19
АСТІУІП ШІС REM АСТМ^П' EaRIPTICtl EAftY EARLY LA E LAE ШТАІ
ШШ. Ш UJ< FCT Ш STM FINI® START FINISH flm t
F R E F L M 0
LPDATE ilfC EE m iE TYPE _  DATE
Ш 21 0 ADf1MSTRA!lCN.ajILDIN5 E L E I f m  Ю ТШ ГІСМ 2£m Rii n m 11НАШ З Ш 3 0
2· 21 0 Ш Ш ^ІСТШ ІСлі BUILDIMT f€CHANICAL Il€ R iA iIC N 7HARS0 ■ітж •Ж Р^Р90 1 Ш 8 0 2.1
m 10 10 0 9IC ETTII^  т е ш 1JUN90 10ІШ90 lJJN9g 1Ши-й0 £
F F E  FLOAT 44
IfM TE ІШ Е  DATE TTFE _  № E
Ш 4 26 20 . 0 LOI Щ Ж Е  DISTRIRJTICN F m  РШ Ш П С?] 14IECE 22AFF:« 1 Ш 90
Ш 0 0 0 FRS! ACTUAL EGI№IIfC TO Ш Ш Ш 23СШЗ 2 m E S ш т j“
11154: 2S 2 0SUOC \Ш А Е  D ISiR m iCN  FAhEL IFSTALLATI® 1.Ш 89 ШАРГЙ І2МАУ® 2 ш т Q1
F R E F lLAT 0
_  I f  DAE lifC EE DATE TYE _  DAE
1115 20 20 0 UM Ш .Ш  DISlRIBUriON PAi€L Ш Ш П Ш 15EeC3S rARse m m 31IW30 91
І1 Ш 20 0PFED im \С Ш £  DISTRIBjTICN PAiCL PROICTII® ш з т 14ItC£!3 22РШ IIM Y^I 31
m 10 10 6 9IC lETTIfC TO Ш иШ9б і0іш з0 і м т і ш т £
F r E F im r 9І
IPDAE DATE TfFE _  [ATE
1116 20 26 0 miN CCNML 1 ССШ ®  РАІЕІ- Р ІШ П ІШ m m 14EC8S Ш Ш ■nmY90 31
e 0 0 FFE i ACTUAL EGI№iING TO Ш Ш Ш 2 5 Ш З Ш Ш 25іШ 9 г
11Ш 20 2£ esu cc miN ccNTfiL 1· m m  pa® , і і ш і а т і ® m m IKAR^ ІШ Ж 2ШШ 9:
E E  FUDAJ • 0
_.,№ D A iE ш т  I f  ТЕ ТУРЕ _  DAE
1117 20 Ж 6 •MAIN О ЗГШ . & С Ш Ш  PA®. IMSIMATI® m m 1МАЯ90· 1 Ж Ж З Ш 9 0 3:
1116І 20 20 0 Ш Ш  т т з .  & С О Ш ) ра ш . р в ж т іш 1€£CS9 22APR® iim r s W*
1400 10 10 0 Ж б ш іж  то т . ■ иШ90 1 0 O T i j m Ій Л Ш
F F E  FLOAT Л|.
_  LPDA.1E IhFO E DATE ТУРЕ DAE
1118 2f Ж 0 йЯШІС :ж и і«  Г£ѴІС£ ІШ Т 14ECTS 22А?ТШ 1М Г® й*
m- e 0 0FRED ACTUAL EGI^IN G ТО Ш ш ^ т 2 5 Ш З ш т ш т 1
11184: 20 20 esu cc А і/П Ж іе : m i t c  DEVICE Ш А 1А ТІ04 ISEECSS 1HAR90 З Ш Э 0 9:
F ! E  PJOAT l·
_  LPDAE I№CSE DATE TYPE._  M E
1118 ■B 20 0 - AUTCHATIC т ш с  ГЕѴІСЕ INSTALLATI;® 15[eC89 1I1AR90 ЗІМАТЙ 9:
. .  ПШ 20 20 0 F f a AUTCKATIC SAffUr-E DEVICE I№0F:T im m 1«ECSE 2 Ж :® ilMAYS Q*
im 10 10 0 Ш 8ЕГТІІС TO Ш С iJ iia T .10JIJN90 1JUN90 і 0 и е і
F F E  Float 9:
_  IFDAE IffOSE DA.TE TYPE._  M E
57
Α,ϋ.κ.
FffCRTDA  ^ ΤΡΕΕ® m i m .  65
ΡΚίΕϋΤ ΚΜΕΒ 
— -ΓΒΙΈϋΤ 0ΟΗ!ΙΙΕ— -
3θι^£5ϋ1δ Γ·?ρ ΐΛίίίΗ FFL+F·!'^i^£Уoc,soгtгdίAw,E3..1?
ΤΕί^  ^ίίΤΕΜΑΓΞΡ Τ1^ !^ !·Γ γΙΑΜ!' 
εΤΜίΜΙΞ
ΙΑΤα Β^ Ξ 1®-® ΡΑΕΞίώ. 15
ΑΟΠνίΤΥ /υ ιν ιπ  IE m p rм ΕΑΕΥ ΕΑΡΙΥ ΙΑΤΕ ΙΑΙΕ τσΑί
!^№ ; ϋΐι ΕΟί: ρ;τ υπ. 5ΤΑ5Τ ΓίΝΐ^ : 5ΤΑΡ;Τ ΡΙΝ!3Η Η.ΟΑΤ
11® 3 3 0 6.6.0. ίε6αρ.ιΐΊ? ο κ ε  I!fffiτ 23'·Πί^ 1ίΕ39 1 7 ^ %
0 0 0 ΡΡΕΓί ΑΓΤϋΑΙ Ε δ ΙΙ«  το Ι4:β< 23^^ί3 23ΙΜ> 3ϋ.Β3 0
1121ί: 2- 25 0 :?JЗ: 6.0.0. E^AS;ίEM: ΓΒαΤΕ ΙΜΒΙΑΙίΑΤίαΊ 15ΕΕ689 ?ΆΥ3 :21ΗΑΥ3 3
ΡΡΕ Η-ΟΑΤ 0
ΙΗΙΑΤΕ ·· ΟΑΙΙ ΤΥΡΕ _  ΓΑΕ
1121 25 3 0 6.0.0. ©ΕΕΙΝΟ ΟενΙΕ ΜΤΑΙΟΑΤΙΟΐ! 1ΕΕ63 6ί1ΑΡ3 :#Υ 3 :3ΜΥ3 3
ım 3 3 0 ΓΤΠ) 6.0.0. Ι*ΕΑ6ΰΡΙ1« ΟΕνίΕ № 1Τ 2 ^ 3 1^635 17ΑΕ3 5ίΐΑΑ3 3
m 10 10 0ε® [; ;2ΞΤΤΙΝ6 ΤΟ ΜΗ 111® ιυ ® 0
ΡΙίΕΕΟΑΤ 3
™ ΤΕ ί№06Ε ΟΑΕ ΤΥΕΕ _  ΕίΑ.Τ>
1?^ 15 15 0 εΤΕΥίΟ ΟυΡίΒΙΤ 02Ν5Μ£ΤΚ]Ν 20[ε683 1ΗΑ(® 22ΑΡΕ3 δ?1Α® 3
51Τ m 0ΡΡΞ! 0£6ΤΗΙ:2ΑΕ ΑΡΕΙΙ6ΑΤΙί3ί! [Ε8Ι»β 23ν»/3 19ΕΕ3 3ί*Α30 2 1 -^ 65
0 0 0Ρ ίΒ ΑΟΓΟΑΐ ΕοίΜ^ϋ« ¡0 m : ■ΒϋΜί 25ϋ /3 3^52.3 0
1®4Ι 15 15 0 6ΐχ:6: α ^ 3 Μ  ΡΡΟΊΕϋΤία^  ΙίΙΙΤ  ΡβΙί£ΤΙ6Μ ί: Μ ϋ . 3ίΑ550 1 6 Μ 17ΗΑΥ3 3:5^3 .'V
1331: •“¿Γί·-· ·*■=■JUV 0 3ί£ε ΟΙΕΕΙ. 0€ΕΑΤα:: Ι?ΡΪ;Τ ί ΙΜΕΤΑΙΕΑΤία^ 2Μ^3 26ΗΑΡ3 31Μ 3 66
ΡΡΕΠΙήΤ 0
_ΙΗ )Α ΊΕ [ΙΑΕ ΤΥΡΕ _  ΟΑΤΕ
1®1 5 5 0 ϋΟΜ CJR!BΠ· (Π'ΐΤΕΙΧΤΙΟΝ 23Σ089 24ΙΕ63 2751ΑΥ3 3ΙΜΑΥ3 101
61$ 3 6!0 0ΡΕ[ί Ε1£6ΤΗΙ6Α2 /ΡΡϋΟΑίΐα  ^Ε 5Ι3« 2^’Μ 12ε63 23.Α73 21Α33 65
14^ 10 10 0 9 π ΒΕΤΤΙΙδ ^  ΜΗ υΐΥίδ- 1015« 11Υ3 101ί3 0
Π Έ Ε ^ ,Ϊ 101
_  ΙΡΙιΑΤΕ ■ ί№06·Ξ ΟΑΤΞ Τ:7€ _ . Ιν^ ΤΞ
132 3 3 0 ΤΕ1ΕΡ{;ί€ ΕΧΟΗΑίΧί (ΧίίΒΤϊ^ ΧΤίαΊ & Ι1<12ΤΑΙΙΑΤΙί:?4 20[ε63 6ÍİAR90 134ΑΥ3 3ιηα:υ±ι 3
51$ 3 3 0ΡΕΕ) ■ΕΙΕ6ΤΗ!6ΑΙ /^ ΙΟΑΓΚΜ Ε 2Ι0« 3ΜΑΑ22' 13Ε635 22*¥ί® 21/653 65
,. 14® 10 10 0 ^ ΕΓΤΙί« Τ6 1 Μ i0JU® 11Α® ÏİJ U İ 0
ΡΡΕ Π.ΟΑΤ 56
_ . ΙΡίΆΕ ΙίΡΟΕ ΟΑΤΕ ΤΥΡΕ _  ΟΑΤΕ
132 3 ¿.J 0 ΟΙΕΕ GE^ £P:AI6R ΙίΡ Η  & ΙΙβΤΑΙΙΑΤΙΟν 2Μδ5;3 3ΗΑΡ3 ·УfΛf^\'r:r:ίΐί". Λ νΐ /■ -V 66
» *·-· ί Γ ¿•-'· 0ΡΕΙ: 6ΗΥ€ 61ΗΒίΤ ΟΟΤΰΗΠίαί 2®ε32 1Η ί^3 2 2 ^ 6ί¥Υ3 5ο
14®„ 10 10 0 :ΕΤΠΝ6 ΤΟ Μ5Η< υ χ ® 101?® 113^3 10130 0
ΡΚΕ ΡαΙ^Τ 















ΙΐεΚΒΙ1!^5 ^ΙίΙΕΟΤίαΊ υΐ€Τ ΡΙΠίΧΤία^Ι Ι ΙΝΕΤ/ΙΙ. '^3β 16ΗίίΗ3^ 
5ΤΡαΊ9 αϋϊΒΡ ΚΙ^ ^ΤΡΙΠΙΟΝ 21ί£089 1№Ρ50
6εΓΤΜ;το.Μ0β( ίΐί® ΐ0ΐί'ϊ90







Ι№0® ΠΑΤΕ ΤΥΡΕ _  ΙΐΑΤΕ
58
A.C.K. cisTRJCTicN U M M  m m m  plmsr
FFO^T MTE TrtEm RlW MD. 65 -----REJECT SOSiULE—
Schedule rep i-iith Fu+precH-succ,scrted5ft'C),E6fF
lB (a HASBiAilR TFSA’ífeíiT FlAKJr 
START DAIE IS iS  r IM lATZ SUU 3^6 




DUR; IsJF: FCT cae ACTIViniESaRIPTlLUl
1400 10 10 0
701 21 21 0 PFEIi
m ¿ •-I 0PiHi
'2Í0 5 5 0FFSi
m V' 3 0 p fe
m 5 5 0FRS)
m rim 2 0FFE
310 0 tr 0PFH)
¿-
. · · 0 PFED
w 5 3 0 FFS
309 20 20 £ PFiL'
410 5 5 0FFED
406 2 L· 0FftD
40? 0 F ®
405 21 21 0 R e
510 cr•J 5 0 F fe
506 jL · · ;i. 0FfE i
507 jL •-I 0PR0
3^S 15 15 0PRED
6i£ ID 10 0FPED
606 i 0 FFa
cL;' 1 i 0PFED
605 15 15 0 p e
810 tr■-· 5 0 FEED
m V 1^ 0 P ie
S3? 3 V 0 F ^1-1 ·! · Oii 5 5 0 F ®
S12 5 5 EFEES
^ 3 21 21 0 FFS
913 :5 3 0R5D
m V 0 Pr£)
1010 5 5 0PREB
m - 2 V 0 PFS’
1013 4 4 0FRE¡
1003 15 15 3 F ®
1115 m 20 0FRED
1Ü7 20 20 0PRE1
1113 20 BPFiEl!
1121 25 25 0P1HÍ
1202 20 -3 0FFSD
1^1 J 0 FfSi
1203 25 3 F ®
1234 15 15 0FRED
32 30 0 FFS
45 45 0 F ie
SEHINC TO WORK'
/WÍR0BIC TFEATfeiT OXlINii ij. EG. If^ TAL. 
SB€FA^ E^CFILl m S  
S:;R££KING HISCELiAWDie; №  
iCREENINS FtASlFlirC
SCÍENINQ IÍCHANICAL EQJIFfBíT mBTAü.ATICN 
SCrai^G BACFIlLIfC 
EQüAüZATiaTTAM hiSELlAI^ Die: WORKS 
£0)W.I2AT!CH M i  BAQiPiLL 
Eájíum m  m i FütnERiíc m z  
EOiALIZATICN T M  KECfWICAL B2JIP. li^FmATiO^ 
AEF50BIC TREATS MÜSCaiA’CÜS WHS 
AEBCeiC TREATi€NT BACKFILL 
AEi?M: TF£Al©5li FIASTERM.
AEmiC TF£AT. }€CHANICAL EGOIF. IKETALLATia·! 
mi€FE8IC IFEAlfei HIC<ELLAKiOUS: WHS 
AliiAERCBIC TREATffif FW  Si. BACKFILL 
Al'tOTIC TREAT®IT FUf STATICW PLASTERING 
Ai^ ERCeiC TF£AJ. P.ST. ECH. EQÜIP. INSTALLATION 
SCUD SFMTICN l^IT illSCtlLMUS m S  
KLID SErVMICN BACKFILL 
S lID  S^M ilCN ililT  Fl/CTERIMI 
SO.ID SEMTIÜN UNIT ECH. EGÜIP. Itm LATia^  
AiAtBsic DiC€3TER im  m sB u m  m :i 
M O T IC  DIÍBTEF: TAÍÍ; BAIJCFILL 
•A№ER0BIC DIGEST T M  PLASTERING 
AAKSRCBIC DIOBTER iAN( EAT im A T ia i
DiaSTER TAMÍ ACID DURAEiE Ca-ERIK- 
m m C  DIi£5TH; TAN; rS>i ED. D^TAIATICN 
DiaPAivI Ll!£ m S im B  №
DISCNARa LI!€ BACKFILL
AMNisiRAna^ BUILDING m sim m  m s  
m m m m  ewilbiMt ba^^f il l
AHMINISTFATICil EULDM R if  ¡INSTFilTiaíl 
AirííNJM ICN BUILDUP LAS.EQ. INSTAIATION 
LC*i vCITAGE DISTF;IBUTI® ?m . INSTALLATICN 
MAIN OILTRl £ CmWC PATCl INSTALUTia  ^
PiSmCilZ :M iIN G  DEVICE INSTALLaTICN 
C.O.D. E^IjR If« EEV'ICc INSTALLATION 
TElFHaC EXCKaMS CCNSTRICTICN £ IIÍ5TALLATICN 
LQ^  CLRFsiT c c rw c T ia i 
DIESEL GE1€RAT(F lifOFT Í  Iim iA TIC N  
LIC+riB«NG FfJDIECTHDN UNÍT- FRÍIÜCTICN fc MTALL. 
:SEi^ RAC€ CCNSTRl/CTICN 
DiscnffiCc L IE  caismcTia'i
EAFIY EAFLY LATE LATE TOTAL
START FINISH START FINISH FLOAT
lJljN90 10JIN90 1JUN90 10JU^ 90 0
liAFRSg m m IIMAYK 3inAV30
13ES9 i«EC8Ei 30HAY80 SlMAl'S i l l
2KC89 SDECEiS 2/MAYSi SIMA.T^ 119
ia£C33 ziiDECeO 23t1A.Y90 SiMAY^
lAFRS 5AFR30 2'#Y'90 ssmfSB
l:3£C3’9 13EC89 SSMAi^ SlMAf^ m
:3IcCS9 7ÍECS9 27MAYSf 3imv·^ lis
72£m 23ECS9 30MA.Y90 31MAY90 102
m m 24I€C89 ■mm 101
1AFR90 23AFR90 im m 3iMAí'9s 41
SECSSi 12IEC89 iw m 3inAY90 i ··:·ÍU
27IK83 m m 31HA:^ 97
27IECS9 m m m m m m 97
2AFF^ 3 ■mm m m 33
ÍS1C39 14EEGB9 2714^« 3 !!^ ^ 111
m m 29ÍB90 m m SiKAY90 82
1JANS0 2EFEBS0 ■mm SlMAY^ i 92
lAFR^ 15AFR90 ITMAYSfi 31MAY^ T 45
ia£C?9 2€£CE:9 22MAf90 3imY^ 101
zmm 3iHA:'3i 91
imFS0 iwm 3ihKlf90 3if^90 31
27Mrm3 m m i?mY80 31HAY$ 51
16t£C85 m m 27MA19Í 31MAY^ 105
i0? m i ^ 9 0 3imv® '32
•SfiARse ■mm 3!mí92 SI
3HAR30 1CHMAR90 ■zmm 3IMAT90 ?S
■^AR90 27MAT'90 aimrse 79
ISAFR j^ mm I I M 31MAY90 25
21KC33 mm: rM 3 0 siMArse 102
21HAF:90 22MAR90 :30MAY90 ■mm 70
22ECgS SDECS9 27HAr90 31№YS0 93
28№R90 2^ m •dilAr® 31MAÍ53 68
2-aiAF:^ SIMARA ■2mm 3i№YS0 61
2AR93 Í5APRS0 ITP^YK 3iMAY^ ^ 45
is e c ^ mm 12MAY90 ■mm 91
IWEm itm 3 í2mY9i 31MAYK 91
15IHS3 IMA^ 3i№Yie 31
ISEECSS 6HAFS 3ÍMA.Y30
2SEC89 5MAR90 12MAY90 3i№Y90 33
E'SECSS 24ÍEC89 27MAY90 31MAY90 101
2MAR^ 25№«90 ?mY30 3imY90 55
3iAR^ 16-MA39Í- 17mY90 31KAY90 75
mm 24DEC89 2^ 90 3i№Y92 101
■mim 6{m T 17AFR90 SlMAY’I · S£
59
A.C.K. OiNSTFSJCTICR m m i FRIHSERA FKJECT F im ©
FEPCRT0ATE 7FEB9g RUNIC. 65 — H=RDJEC: S a m il— -
Soheduli rep yitn FLtpredi-sucC/Sortedi/iC.BSjlF
TS(EL I4A5T&MF TP£pJr£^ :' 
5T/RIPAIB lScF?5 FIN DAT6 
EsATADAFE FaGE :^j= 2;
ACTIVIT?' i3iiG FtN /CTMTY lESCRIPTICN EARLY EAFLY LATE LA-E TCiTAL
umB. Eili M: FCT cae START FINISH START FINJcF ,. R.CiAT
m :30· m SCEENIIC ICO^IICAL Bl'IFieET INEiAaA.TIQl 2S!£CSE! 21NAR% m m m m 7:
352 d3 33 fc PRED EGi^ LIZATIQi im . ELECTRICAL IICTAUATICN m m m m SlNAYrS 50
452 30 ip m AEDBIC TR£AT>eJT ELECMCAi IfCiALLATICA! m m SPFm ■mm SIWYK 55
iv:v 2i "i S F ® ANEESIC TREAIfCNT ELEOTRIWL IL*1>L_ATICN m m IPFm 31:tat2} 60
21 ·-*· 0 F ® !51ID EF'A^ATBi U-lIT ELECTRICAL IMCFALLAJiai 31EC89 IC i^Arffi ilMYSS SINAY^ 74
m - 31 31 O FH i Ai^ EROBIC DIGETER Ei£CTRICAL INSTALLATICN w m 3 1 W m m m m 0
m "i4¿ .1 21 0 PFS) AEillNISTRATia'i hJILDIIC EIETRICAL lO SLiAiia'i zm m iip m iimm SinAYSS 44
14m ■B 'M 0 SIXC ■BfCFARf Pim M E iijim ilJlNiS m m i . 0
FRE FLOAT 0
_  IPDATE IPiSE DATE TIRE _  DATE
1410 s 2i 0 TBfCPARl' ACCEFTAtCE i i w 30im 1 1 » S T M 0
■ « 1400? IS 10 0PREIi icTTINSTC;«3?( O.KSS •m m i u rn 1 0 » 0
8 t 1420? 15 15 saicc s 2 piismi m cm ETiiC  if m s e d  mm 13JUN30 2 7 » imm 27JUvFCi 0
FFE R.OA" 0
_  Ifm rt IlfOSE EiATE TYPE _  MIE
1420 15 15 0 pimmi PJ: atfiETM ^ u f  in k ®  mm 13J11FS 27JU00 1 3 » 2 7 » 0
• t urn 20 3 0 F E  S 2 T5f OW f № 'TA fi£ 11JJ\'90 30HNS0 1 1 · » ;B0JiJ«0 0
1 C 14301 3 0SUCC: Flf'H ACCETME Cf TREATIiMT FlAf^ -23jm mm m N i€ 3 0 » 0
F E  Float 0
_  iPDAr: imE UA1E TIRE
m r - 0 0 ~m. № TAJ€£ OF TREATMENT FIAVT- mm ■mm 2iJ.T^3 171·
E S 1”2S? 13 15 0 F ® pusma R3R m\nm u fiN is e · mm mm 27JINK I3JIPS 2 7 » 0
FEE Float 0
__.PDAE i?fCE M E  TYPE _  DATE
60
APPENDIX B 2 :
PROJECT SCHEDULE SORTED BY EARLY START AND TOTAL FLOAT
This report displays the activities that are sorted by Early 
Start and Total Float in the project schedule.
61
A.C.K. ccM JC Tioi m m
RBW DAIE 6EB® i®. 53
L«SiO Sched Fsf· (with log) - Scried by ES? ir
FF;imvB  ^FiEOECT FlA№Ei 
-- FfUjL··! --
bce:. w m m i iREAiieir fiam:'
S IM IM IE  I M  F lH D A U m i®  
MTa DAIE iseres FA£Ei®. i
vm Oils REM
5EF; M m rl·!
10 0 0 0
20 10 10 0
ai € 45 0
40 a m 0
60 s E 0
61 :S0 30 0
i 0 0
."■iT.-T "C-Jl· ·-·-* CO 1·
45 45 ?
350 30 30 0
450 '"C· •-¿rjL-J 0
m 25 25 0
101 r·-·■ 5 0
m 30 0
650 15 15 0
45 45 0
1120 E 20 0
1114 20 ¿If 0
1115 20 m 0
Ills E 20 0
150· ;30 m 0




m .. samLLMS & frcuect FiAM'nMG
PEHSIS^  ^ FHESS cpim Mm  
FIi#L E£SIii<! i  FmiESS EFi3?TS 
E E C IR Ii^ .F feB ia'i 
EICTPJCAL AFfUCATia  ^E£SI(^;
ACTik. Esm m  TO m  
F i^ ie ic  m  z sm x m  
BJium cmwcnm 
EOJFLiZATiGi'm m i R x m
¡‘¿K'.BlI· ir\ifiThc.'si cUi:'ir5>.-ii'j'»
rn-Emz im B f  caisTRdCTiCfH
S ia A K  EXCAVATION
SCFENIl® aMSlRJC'IOs
31ID SFARAi ICr-l UNIT CCfiSm^TION
himmL iM  cotsiim icix
C.O.D. r&SjRIi® DEVICE IlfORT
ihi VCLTASE B IS IK IM Iffi PANEl PRCClXTIiaN
miN c a m  & cam n  p m  prcdlction













i^SSi iSEm IScFS'S  ^- .—,.··.···· iOCTOj 0
LEEFSS iO M iScFSS 10SEP&3 £
11SEP35 ^ T :39 liScPSS' ISXTSS 0
2So:t^; 24tC^89 2aXT8S 24ICV89 0
ZoGCiEo 1 3 ® ^ 31IEC33 22rvE30 66
•JMWj mm 23im ^ 65
2m ^ 5 ■mm ■mm ■mm 0
m m Bom imsB 0
mm 6^^ imm 44
mm 24I£C83 12(Vi^ i0^ =m. 50
mjm 12EC33 17iv\Rffi DC·
mm I'sEECco 22j'AF;30 mm 52
mm ■BDm 2SnARffi 2irm . bi
2S®V8S Thism 1AFR90 imv30 7i
2 5 i№ SECSCi 5APF30 i s a ^ 74
mm StAFS ITAFRK 3imY30 s5
mm 1CECS9 ITAFRa 5?1A:f90 So
■mm 1€£C5S· 22AFR-aT iim rso 31
25N3V8S 14DEC8S 22AFR90 llKAi90 31
mm 14I£CgS· •22fiFrJ iim i90 91
■mm 24DEC33 2MAY90 31HAY90 101
mm 3EC39 ¿•xmA/ 3i№iQ0 51
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A.c.k. Ca’S'RÜCuuv COffSMY
RFijRTDiJE SFB^ RUIM3. 53
DesıO &hsd Rep iwith log) - Sirışd w  ES, TF
FRin^ ERA F133E5Î 
------FRDJECT SHiy_E— -
Wz.. TEAier fla^ "
STARI M E  İSEFSE FlA DAE $ J u ;E 
lATADAE litFSS FAE
ACTIVITi' CFIGREH ASTIVITI DE3CRIPTÎCN EAFLY m j ■ -T unL· LA”  ETf.
EER. lif; m . PCT m START Filesi START FIAIS-S FLCAT
201 - 0· m B m  E M T ir j m b :s 3SCAi33 1EECS9 ■ M p m £S
104 5 5 0 SBCR E^ S m  CLMSIRiniCM ın c^ ' 5IECS9 291VR50 •“.irr.-· T if·'. .Mi.· 6:
103 0 5 0 ESSA^PIPirC·· 1IECS9 SlSSS ı p r m 65
30Î 5 3 0 EliALIZATICN TAM( EKCAVATiav' 2[£C8S 6BECSS m 3 55
2Î0 5 5 0 . £CFO«Î« mS£EÜAI']]l£; W]RiS ' 2E£CSS 6IECS9; ı m 3 SIfttYK 113
310 5 5 0 EÜALIZATIffi TM  HISCE1ANCÜ3 WB:S aecs? 7EeCS9 2 m 3 3imv30 119
202 !*·:C 8 0 5 Ö ^ IÎ€  rO M B  i  SArFODIi« ^^ £059 1İES3S m m m m cL
-/ 0 £FENI№ SEEL WB3 m s m m m »L i:
125 ;· i 0 miREE CA3TIM5 m m 12SC39 m m 144FSS S5
3^ r·-· 5 0 B3ÜALI2ATIÖI İM  Fawas( 1 ^ O D irC i £ m İlIHSS m s 1£'F-S 63
€ İ
·"•ü i 0 f£H®IC t o t e m i BÎCAyATICri ı n m £ieC85 m m 104FM 01·
410 5 0 AEFOBIC TEATİ»£r-iT HrEaiAMDUS W]FKS m m İ2I£^S z m 3 ıı:
501 5 5 0 AiiAS^IC OTCNT !W  SW iai E^Aî^ ICM SDECS9 İ3nS9 i2AfR90 İcAPR'İ· 5·
fcSİ •*î'i.; 21 0 SILID 3EFMTÎCN INIT lim iID l· ISlAilATBi İ£tC?3 ;SI£C3S 2gArfS£ l E ı z m 7-
510 r 5 0 ı m m :  t o t b t i m is s -lamus « rcs isecss 1€£039 ■ u r m iı;
402 8 £ £ AO^IC ÎREAIİ^ · FO M B & SCAFKUftS 12£ffi5 17TEC&5 t ı p m v m s i 63
3 4 5 5 0 aauALmTiOM tm sislh o r k s Î31ECS9 1TÎİCS9 kWfa" 14AFR93 5:
205 5 ÎTV* 0 SCfEENIFIÎ O TO E CA3TIIC; 13£[S9 1TDEC8-3 İ5AFR90 İ5ArF:96 65
105 nÂ ·'im. 0 cSCFACİ BAaiFILL m B m m İ4DEC39 ;90f-lAY90 il:
601 1 1 0 3CLID SEPARATia^  UlIT EXCaVATICN İ4HCS3 1€£C85' 13AFRS0 i m m 63
3 i 3 3 0 AÎ4AEB3BIC DICİSTEP: m .  EKCAVÂTI® ıa£css 1I£CS9 l'SAFF^ · 2ÎAFİS 63
1121 25 25 0 C.C.D, IfASÜRIftiG lEV'ICE K3TALİATICN İ5[€CSS· 7MA.YS0 3 i m 3 65
63
A .c .K . c:?«TRicTiiN m m  fl/# er
ISPORT DATE 5FEBK RUi IL· 53 - — PRDUCT SO-SIE— - ·
Deij; Sched Rep (with log) - Sorted by £S, IF
TEKEL iftSBiATE’ TFEi'rSNI 
STM;· sail 1S3a3 FKDVE^JUN^ 
DATA DATE iSEFSS RAE KD. ’




1113 25 20 0
tie 10 13 0
810 c*«: r’»· 0





i i · ·  T 5 0
238 - ·· 0
451 ·“  * “t* 0
551 •“ £T 25 0
m A’J 15 0
mi 20 0
1201 c t r 0
602 •'ll V 0
1001 ·■;!¿ . 0
810 V··· 0·»· 0
405 cr·-·· 5 0
1310 rw r 0
W -u' 3 0
UJW v it a e  DISTRIEiilON FW€L I i^ T^UaTIW
m i mm. i  c m io  p/»el i^ s r/^ jic ri
AJTCmTIC S^fUliiG DEVIE liCTALLATia·)
SCUD SEF^ ARATIQ.! U'TIT kTJIS
ANAEROBIC DIESIER I M  MI^ EILANIUi Wm 
AEFCBIC TF£im T STEEL m Z
M m m  TEAMhfF m  m m  zm m : a sca. isecss
Ejiiuizc:::;: m: oitCFETE 
I  ISCH^E U €  SCAvATiai 
SCfEeII^ & FLASlSilMT NNIS 
SOTENIiC- &-S6TLLIIC 
AEREIC ■^ STTreiT E^HANICAL M a /L 'IC r;
AN^CBIC TBEAien MECWilOL lieALiATICM 
UIOI? aEFEMT C C IC ^IC N  
TEFKH-E 0O W E  O im CTIO ^  ^ IfSTAilATICK 20DEC83 
UM OJR®IT CC№JCTKK
SCUD m m m  unit fowiork: a sc m o d in s
ADMINIiSTRATia'i EUILDItC EXCaVATICN 
DISCHARE LII€ HISCELLANXE; m z  
AEFSeiC TREATiSiT COCFOE CASTING 
ALTlINISTi^ JION BUILDING MISCELLMIUS MORS 
EQJALIZATICN TA№I FiASTERINS »J3(S
EARLY EAFU LATE LA:u DOTAL
STMT FlUa; START FINISH FUOA:
laecss lilAFSO 12^.*$ im zi 9:
151088 12?lAYSg S il^ S 31
15B39 imF30 m m Si
mzsB 24IEC89 m m 3imr90 131
16^28 2®E35 2TT1AY3S zm% 10C
1EB35 2^£IS9 t5i=f!$· 81
SCA 18ECSS 2SDECES 1 7 M ISMSC 68
ISDECSS
1SECS9 2SH8S ■ •n - 'Z -Z ^ ri L : ' · .  ¡.Jim- 28MW - -
132CSS mzai iz?m Sll^ TSC 105
18EECS9 1SEC83 'm m SliVuSS 108
^£C39 m x e rr
SeC8S: 11HARS0 m m m m £0
2Kmi mm 22AFPS mm ‘X ·
rj4 IEO3S; m m zmm SC
2CES5 3imY80 101
21E£^ 22EC3E? mzm 21AFR33 A A
2iI£C&8 22EC88 P'AYri iS IV fii
2ir£CSS 23DEC8S: 29MAY90 3111AY3S 1£2
22£CSS 26DEC36 2iAfP90 2&APR90 58
22CEC8S 26DECSS 2?K5.Y^ 3IMAYS6 39
22ECS9 2^C8;i 23nAY^ 3iir:r?0 is:
64
A.C.K. CCfSTRiSnCN O M r  F R M S a №uE:T FL/#E; ,
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APPENDIX C :
WEEKLY BAR CHART WITH TWO BARS
This bar chart displays the activities that are sorted by early 
start and then total float. Each activity is indicated within 
two different bars. One bar represents early dates and other one 
late dates on the different line.
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APPENDIX D :
NETWORK LOGIC DIAGRAM FOR CRITICAL PATH
This report displays the network logic diagram that shows the 
path of activities having total float equal to sero. Each 
activity along the float path is portrayed by a boj-c containing 
the abbreviation that are in the following.
QD is original duration
RD is remaining duration
PCT is schedule percent complete
ES is the early start date
EF is the early finish date
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